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About This Game

You are a Soviet Bear and you’ve decided laundry a Brick!
For us, Humans it is obvious than this idea threatensthis and it’s better not to try do it.

But how unhappy Bear will know it?
Well, he still has to learn what will be if to try Wash a Brick…

That what hasn’t killed us, will make us stronger…

This game is 50% Horror and 49% Runner + 1% Action.

There is six levels in this game.
1. Introduction.

2. The stair.
3. The labyrinth.
4. The corridor.

5. The space.
6. The rocket jump.

Plus 2 more bonus levels!
If necessary, in this game there are cheat codes for quick passage.

And the main feature of the game, a large and complex labyrinth (Level 3).
This labyrinth is two-story!

Try to find a way out!
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In the game you can get 8 Achievements!

Go! Let's Wash Your Bricks!
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Bought it because of the soundtrack. No regrets.. A questionable scenario at best. Why? Based on real events like the 5 Day
Georgia War and the events following the Feb 22 2014 coup in Ukraine you can clearly see that Russia is reacting to the
situation that NATO\/USA\/EU forces on them. So a scenario were US\/NATO decided to occupy Kaliningrad is far more
plausible then Russia trying to occupy the Baltic states, especially considering the current mass anti-Russian hysteria in
NATO\/USA\/EU.
 Other than the questionable background, the scenario is complex enough to keep you entertained for several hours.
Don\u2019t know if it\u2019s worth 2.99\u2026 maybe as part of some package deal\u2026
. I AM SICK OF HEALING DEFENDERS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ♥♥♥♥ THIS CRAP GAME !!!! ALL RAIDS ARE
BECOMING FIGHTING A ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ DEFENDING PETS WITH ALL HEALING SKILLS IN GAME !!!! ♥♥♥♥
THIS !!!!!!!

Edit: Not to mention "fight server request been called in village state" that forbids me from raiding 1/3 - 1/2 of raidable pets....
Quite a fun arcade style platformer.

Recommend using an arcade stick for that authentic feel! xD. Only local but it's ok if u got someone to play with.. This is my
new favorite game of all time ever and you should try it. BOOM!. I bought the game for the lulz. And with this mindset, I find
the game really funny and well-made.

Sure, its a game about dating and giving dating advice, but it is very entertaining nevertheless; especially the wrong choices often
left me with a chuckle or two.

I don't know anything about Dating, because I have never been interested in relationships, but as a comedic "Choose your own
Adventure / Telltale" kind of game it definitely succeeds.

I recommend it. Even if only for the humor.. Well, for the price, this game is already good. But, there is some lack, and i know
it's alpha.
So here are the bad points, Duty for the dev to correct them :
- UI is all but easy to use. It's far better to use mousewheel to scroll between tools and weapons rather than open menu by
clicking on it, select one weapon and go back to fight. During this time we are hit by mobs.
- Dialogs : please pause game during dialog or allow us to use escape key to avoid and close it when mobs attack us (again...)
rather than open main menu.
- Music : ok we can stop it, but it's so... the same 3 tone again and again and again.
- graphisms : try to have coherence in your world rather than mix of styles. simplified giant insects, cartoon animals,
unidentified ugly dark bubble mob. And all of this explode in numerous big pieces that there are more than the original creature.
- Windows : toooooo big. inventory or dialogs, these windows are too big and too many node

However, i recommand This game because of its potential and because it is already well advanced :). This game had a lot of
potential. It was fun during the summer event for a few days when there were tons of players of all skill levels. I really enjoyed
it at first.
Not many maps or modes. Hardly any players on now. If you do find a populous server, chances are, you'll be playing against
veteran players. I hope you enjoy players constantly giving themself full HP or freezing you to no end or being showered with
explosives spam. The assassins are pretty easy to take care of, though. I'm just a touch from level 10, so maybe I haven't fully
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experienced what the game has to offer. With the way things are, I've lost all interest in doing so.
I'm sure the game is very rewarding for those who've spent countless hours mastering the game with its miniscule amount of
maps and modes.
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Myst V is plagued with the same two things that made Myst URU unplayable: puzzle sadism, and bad dialog. First, the sadistic
puzzles. Here's an example (spoiler!): at some point you come across controls for a cable tram connecting two points. One
switch controls the direction (point A to point B, or point B to point A). A nearby lever gives the tram a push in that direction.
When you discover these controls, you are at point A and the tram is at point B. Point B is so far away you actually don't know
that the lever is doing anything, but 37 (seriously) 5-second pushes of the lever later, the tram is at point A. You get on the tram
and discover a floor lever...that doesn't work, because the tram is powered from the other side. Fine. After more wanderings you
get to point B via a completely different route, only to discover that the tram has to be in point B's dock in order for you to
proceed, which requires you to go back to point A and hit that leverl 37 more times. What was the point of this puzzle, Cyan?
To waste time on a mindless clicking goose-chase? What part of this did the design team sit down and decide would be fun:
- that the tram is not in the screen when you're pumping the lever, so you don't know what it's doing?
- that it takes *37* lever pumps to get the tram across the gap?
- that the tram doesn't actually work when you finally get it to point A?
- that after all that, the tram actually needs to be at point B to proceed, so the player has to run all the way back and manually
reset it?

Similarly, there are more "guess-and-run-for-a-while-and-check" puzzles -- things that require you to try random combinations
and then spend a substantial amount of time running somewhere to see what, if any, effect it had.

The dialog also greatly detracts from the game, because most of it is vague, stream-of-consciousness wistful regret that's not
related to the puzzles.

Overall, I'm very optimistic about the upcoming Obduction game, because Rand Miller specifically said they're trying to harken
back to the days of Myst and Riven. Those were good games that had far more puzzles than sadism. As for Myst V, I gave it my
best shot, but the poor design of that tram puzzle warranted nothing less than a rage-quit.
. Best game ever 10/10 mexican pugs :). Complete with sound effects, music and game mechanics from the original game, this
is probably one of the cutest forms of DLC in any game I've ever seen.. I am glad I spent €1,200 on a gaming computer to play
this.. 1.bought this game
2.played it
3.get cards
4.sell cards
5.profit
  10/10 would turbo pug again. If you buy this ship then you have to train yourself to pay more attention to your teammates.
I killed one of my teammates, rammed another one and got a torpedo in someone else.
Dont be like me and watch what youre doing.
This ship is actually pretty good if you use your torpedos as much as you can because your cannons are weak asf.
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